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MAIN QUESTION

To what extent do combinatory pro-
cesses in the brain rely on each other?

MAIN RESULTS

BACKGROUND

• Does LATL conceptual combination
depend on syntactic composition?
• Do LIFG & LPTL track syntax without

sensitivity to conceptual combination?

(1) Block merge (2) Block DP-closure

STIMULI & CONDITIONS

WORD
CAT.

SEMANTIC
PLAUSIBILITY

SYNTACTIC
CLOSURE

Target Sentence frame

Noun Plausible Closure this herbal tea drinker hates coffee.
Noun Plausible Non-closure these herbal tea drinkers hate coffee.
Noun Implausible Closure this impolite tea drinker hates coffee.
Noun Implausible Non-closure these impolite tea drinkers hate coffee.
Noun Control Closure one tea drinker hates coffee.
Noun Control Non-closure two tea drinkers hate coffee.

Adjective Plausible Closure pleasantly sunny days are enjoyable.
Adjective Plausible Non-closure pleasant sunny days are enjoyable.
Adjective Implausible Closure sharply sunny days are enjoyable.
Adjective Implausible Non-closure sharp sunny days are enjoyable.
Adjective Control Control sunny days are enjoyable.
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PROCEDURE & ANALYSIS

• 25 subjects
• Task on 28%

of trials
• 80% accuracy

threshold
• 157-channel MEG

recorded

• Sentences were all 5 - 9
words in length
• 6.75% epoch rej.
• 0-40Hz filtered
• Exp. lasted
∼ 60 min

ADDITIONAL RESULTS

IMPLAUSIBLE > PLAUSIBLE on “drinker” at 220-
300ms (p = 0.001) – Implausible combination→
modifier remains available

herbal tea drinker :
the tea is herbal

drinker

teaherbal

impolite tea drinker :
the drinker is impolite

drinkertea

impolite

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

• LATL composition occurs even in the absence
of syntactic phrase closure and plausibility

• The vmPFC may be sensitive to syntactic con-
stituency; more study is needed

• Effect on the post-target word after “wrong”
(implausible) composition?

– LATL: impolite tea drinker > herbal tea
drinker – consistent with the implausible
modifier remaining active for later concep-
tual combination

– LIFG: impolite tea drinker > herbal tea
drinker – may reflect the phrases’ struc-
tural differences (as LIFG did not otherwise
show effects of conceptual composition)

• LPTL has recently been implicated in struc-
tural processing, but we don’t see that here.

CONCLUSIONS

Supports a processing model in which
LATL composition occurs independently
of syntactic phrase closure and local
plausibility


